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Concert, Parties , Light Show
Spark Spring Weekend Activity
B\' GARY FRICK

Country Joe McDonald and
Alex Taylor will kick off Spring
Weekend 1971 with a concert
Thurs., April 29 at 8:00 p.m. in
the gym. Tickets are now on sale
from 10:004:30 a t the Gym
Ticket Office. The price of tickets
is $3.50, $3.00 for fee card holders.
On Friday, April 30, at 7:30
p.m. in the gym " The Mobile
Change", a kinetic art form with
light show and rock music
background will be presented.

Movies o£ W.C. Fields. the Lone
Ranger, and others will be
backed with taped music of the
Band, Jimi Hendrix, Janis
Joplin, Otis Redding, Dylan and
others. Tickets will be sold at the
door for $1.25, $1.00 for those with
fee cards. Class parties will
follow.
On Saturday, May 1, free
music will be presented in front
of the Administration Building
from 12:00-6 :00 p.m. That
evening a movie will be shown in
Kulas Auditorium. The Senior-

Academic Senate Hears
Summer Session Ideas
BY MARLANNA PUGH
Open hearings on the summer session will be held today and next
week. Sponsored by the Academic Procedures Committee, chaired
by Dr. Richard Gaul, these hearings deal with summer session
contracts and the cancellation of students; 4) Impact of cansummer courses. They are being cellation of courses as it affects
s~nsored in the hope that all possible upper division offerings;
vtewpoints of the University will 5) Reactions and comments
be aired. Today's hearing from bearing on any aspect of the
2: ~ . to 4:00, is reserved for ad- Summer Program. The Commtmstrators, chairmen , and mittee wishes to obtain varied
faculty. The other two hearings viewpoints in order to prepare a
will be held on April 27 and April report for the whole of the
30. These hearings, from 3:00 to Academic Senate.
5: 00, will be open to all faculty
The Committee will accept
and studenf:s:
written responses until Friday,
The speciftc topics to be dis- April 30th. These should be
cussed a~e as follows: 1) submitted to Or. Richard Gaul,
Interpretation of the summer Department of Chemistry. All
contracts; 2) Summer stipends; hearings will be held in the
3) Impact of late course can- Bohannon Science Center Room
cellations on faculty and 205.
'

Junior Prom will be held on
Saturday eveing at the Blue
Grass Motor Inn on Northfield
Road beginning at 9: 00 p.m.
Music will be provided by "The
Three Rivers Blues Band."
Tickets are $10.00 for Fee card
holders and $12.00 for those
without a fee card. Tickets may
be purchased at the SAC Building
Ticket Office from 10 : ~2 : 00
p.m.
On Sunday, May 2, free music
will be provided in front of the
Administration Building from
3:00-5:00 p.m.

Local Group Travels To D.C.,
Rally For Peace Occurs Here
Oppos ition to the war in
Southea st Asia comes to a fever
pitch this weekend as war
protesters march on the White
House in Washington, D.C. and
conduct peace rallies around the
country.
Twenty
busloads
o£
Clevelanders, sponsored by the
Cleveland Area Peace Action
Coalition, will leave for
Washington today to participate
in Saturday's march. The
depart\U'e will be preceeded by
an informal rally at CaseWestern Reserve University.
Tickets for the roundtrip cost $20
for adults and $15 for students.
The planned route of the march

Jeremias Holds Tuohy Chair
During the 1971 fall semester
the Walter and Mary Tuohy
Chair will seat Professor
Joachim Jeremias. The Tuohy
Chair, which brings eminent
theologians from the Protestant,
Catholic, a nd Jewish faiths, was
established in 1967.

Professor Jeremias was studies at the Hudu Institute and
educated at the Universities of the Univer sities of Leipzig,
Leipsig, Tubingin, St. Andres, Berlin, and Greifswald.
Uppsala, acd Oxford. He is
The seventy year old Jeremias
presently Professor emeritus of
is
a Foreign Member of the Royal
the New Testament at the
Netherlands
Academy
of
University of Gottingen. He has
Sciences
and
Zettus,
and
he
is
a
also taught NewlTestament
former recipient of the Burkitt
Medal for Biblical Studies of the
British Academy. The New
Testament scholar and author,
an expert in the teachings of
Jesus. also specializes in Rabbinic theology and the archaeology of Palestine. Corning
to the Carroll campus from
Germany with his wife, he will
teach a course called Selected
Chapters of Luke.

MIXER
North River Street Rock
Collection,
billed
as
" Cleveland's Olicago," will
appear Sunday, April25 in the
gym. The dance, sponsored by
the Sophomore Class, will last
from 9 p.m.-1 a .m. with a
charge of 75c with a Carroll
ID, $1.25 without.
JOACHIM JEREMIAS ls this Fall's vtsltiog Tuohy Chair professor.

THE MOBILE CHANGE, a kineUc art fonn with light show and rock
music background, will be held Friday, April 30. The light show, to
begin at 7:30p.m. ln the gym is only one of the events scheduled for
spring weekend.

is from the steps of the Capitol
Building to the lawns of the White
House. Though estimates are not
available, the march plans to be
the largest in the history of the
antiwar movement.
An earth day festival, antimilitary baH. dusk prayer vigil
for peace and a speech by antiwar leader David T. Dellinger
highlighted a day long "Rally for
Peace and Social Justice" here
Thursday.

The outdoor activities began at
noon with an earth festival. Jim
Welch, a local member of
Nader's Raiders, was featured
during the ecology symposiums.
Nourishment during this and
other symposiums on war,
ecology, and the draft that
followed throughout the day, took

to form of bread, cheese and
wine.

STP Welcomes
Froslz Coeds
To College
Sigma Theta Phi will sponsor
their annual Big Sister-Little
Sister weekend on July 24 and 25.
The annual event is designed to
begin the orientation of the incoMing freshmen <.'oeds.
Julie Ganin, sorority vi~
president, requests that coeds
interested in helping with the
weekend stop in at the Student
Personel Office to obtain an
application.
Highlight of the weekend is a
picnic to be held on Sunday.

Senate Votes Grendell
Union Man of The Year
BY JANE DICKENSON
The Student Union names senior Jim Grendell a s Man of the Year.
The honor is bestowed on that person who best represents the ideals
of a Carroll student in the Senate and in the leadership role.
The Student Union names senator in the Union, he has been
senior Jim GrendeU as Man of the actively involved in a variety of
Year. The honor is bestowed on committees.
that person who best represents
A major in pre-med, J im
the ideals of a Carroll student in Grendell will attend Ohio State in
the Senate and in the leadership the fall on an accelerated
role.
program. During the summer, he
plans to make an extensive tour
Jim, a resident of South Euclid, of Europe.
was class president in his Junior
year. His enthusiasm and concern helped bring about the
significant involvement of
commuters in the Student Union.
Moreover, Grendell was most
successful in carrying out
promises previously made.
Among tthe accomplishments
were the bi-weekly newsletter
and community calendar.
CUrrently serving as Senior
Class President, Jim is also Pres.
of Alpha Sigma Nu and former
Vi~Pres. of the Cleveland Intercollegiate Council. As a

JAMES GRENDELL

-
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Saga Unconcern
The lack of student rights on this
campus reached a new high (or low )
with the renting of the cafeteria last
Saturday night. The marriage of the
daughter of one of the secretaries of
Saga was the reason that students with
meal tickets were served their meal
outs ide in chill y weather and
" graciously'' given a small partioned
section in the rear of the cafeteria.
Although on first glance this may
seem a small inconvenience to the
students, there are many rights of the
Saga ticket owner that have been infringed upon. The mere fact that a
STUDENT cafeteria was rented for a
private dinner is, jn itself, just cause for
concern.
When the individuals paid their $500 to
eat in the cafeteria they expected
nothing more than this service and
nothing less. Being served food outside,
however, and given only a small portion
of the cafeteria in which they are to eat
aJJ of their meals is deliberate and
blatant unconcern for the student.
Furthermore , the inconvenience
suffered by the students did not end with
merely being served outside but was
hei~htened by the unbelievable amount
of tlme each student had to wait in line
to be served. Each individual waited
approximately 45 minutes to receive his
meal.
When questioned about the situation,
Saga manager Ed Skufca stated that "a
picnic had been planned for the

I
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students"-( there just happened to be a
wedding on the same night) . The
students should have the right to
determine for themselves the time of
their own picnic.
After the rain the preceeding night the
ground was muddy and quite unsuitable
for s tanding in line. The weather was far
from perfect for a picnic. Had the
weather been appropriate for a picnic
the students no doubt would have been
reprimanded for sitting all over the
campus eating their meal.
Not only was beer served as a pacifier
an informal apology was given by
Skufca for the occurrance. This ,
however, does not suffice as the
frustration encountered by the students
was uncalled for and unexcusable Mr
Skufca placed the students in a very
touchy situation in which they showed
their maturity in tolerating the infringement upon their rights.

Although a conservative Jesuit
college, John Carroll University
students are becoming more
aware of the pertinent events
surrounding them. Deep thought
is being given to world and
national events that greatly
affect our life everyday. The
geographical boundaries of
Miramar and North Park no
longer exclude occ urences
happening outside of the 64 acres.
One example of this expanded
concern was yesterday's Northern Ohio Rally for Spring
Actions to end the war. As the
event was held following the
deadline for this issue an account
of the success of the rally cannot
be included.
The fact that an event of such a
nature as the rally would occur
on John Carroll's campus is a
tribute not only to the coordinators of the event but to all of
those who participated. Anyone
that did not see the importance
and the need for actions
yesterday has not realized that
we all must be involved in many
facets of life, not simply school.
Carroll students did not let the
rally yesterday be their only sign
of committment. Two weeks ago
the Student Union clearly passed
a resolution to sign its name to
the People's Peace Treaty. Also a
peace table was placed outside of
the Airport Lounge. Literature on

. Th.e style of.The Carro.ll News has changed as a new printing style
the next two issues.

IS bemg experunented With for

The Drug and Draft
Center, located ()n the
second floor of the SAC
Bullding, will be opened
from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Monday through Friday for
the remainder of the year.

Saga has never been known for its
concern for the individual as shown by
its treatment of many student employees along with the unkindness
shown daily by regular workers toward
student meal ticket holders.
The News hopes that events such as
these never occur again. Individuals
should be treated as such and not insulted by having their rights forfeited
for a sum of money.

There will be a SCAP
wrap up meeting in Room 1
on Monday, April 26, 19'71.
All old members along with
all interested people for
next semester are urged to
come. The past year's
achievements along with
plans for the future will be
discussed.

Notes FroIn the Field

Over Easter vacation, JCU's
Admissions office had students
contact the seniors in their home
town who had been a ccepted at
John CarroU for the fall. I contacted eight persons who had
been a c cepted . . . two were
coming, one didn't know, and the
other fiv e were going to
Unive r sity
of
Michigan,
Michigan State Univers ity ,
Umversity of Detroit, Xavier
University, and :Tniversity of
Notre Dame.
Muhammed Ali appeared in
the RYTTl last Saturday night to a
less than half-filled capacity of
a pproximat ely eight hundred
persons. His topic (and wellgiven) was coincidentally " The
Purpose in Life. "
Several fraternitie s experienced wall-to-wall alcohol as
they rallied around the call of
" Thwnper" or " Whale's Tails"

while laughingly escaping the
dull dreary social reality.
At the same time, in various
room s on and off c ampus,
members of our freak community experienced their own
worlds and in the words of the da
da Boom went " up in a haze of
apathetic dope-doing, killed by
the childish Amerikan desire to
be entertained, and nothing
more."
Finally, each and every day in
almost every class, there exists a
certain phenomena labeled
" discussion" in which the
teacher and one, possibly two,
students exchange ideas while
the rest of the group functions in
a state of languish and stupor
that cannot even be considered
as beneficial as sleep (since the
body is still in an upright condition ).

People ,
APATHY
IS
RESURRECTED!! I hate to
admit it but even ovr admissions
department has been hit with the
repetitious ways of the past when
it comes to attracting new
students with the result that
other universities are grabbing
the better students (and other
private universities too). Circular reaction, function for
function's sake, blind habit with
abstract notions of a degree and
suburbia as the only half-hearted
goals in sight.
This infects all the groups
mentioned above as well as
others. Faculty, secure in their
tenure and in their mechanical
habits, have given up trying to
change the university situation
but instead either adjust calmly
or look for a new job.

the war and protests against it
were available to those interested.
Tommorrow a march on
Washington will be held to protest
the war in Indochina. Predicted
to be one of the largest marches
ever held the protest will include
concerned individuals from
manv walks of life. Many John
Carroll students will be among
those marching exemplifying the
new involvment of JCU students.
(Two Carroll News reporters will
be in Washington for the march
and will have a story in next
week's issue.)
The committment is becoming
larg er everyday as students
throughout the country are expressing their views on events
directly involving them. Over 300
student union presidents and
newspaper editors from the
nation's co!Jeges have sent a
letter to President Nixon. The
letter states that public opinion,
especially from students, has not
become apathetic because of the
lack of protests.
Perhaps one of the most convincing statements about the war
was made by over 30 soldiers:
" We urge you to march for peace
on April 24; we would, but we're
in Vietnam."
If you're not part of the
solution, then you're part of the
problem.

. At tM mix..- last Friday April 16, tM
band Hllluy ''"' a uo.oo m lcropllon•
and a blue suede fad<tt Any- wiltl
•nv information please ull 491-440S. A
wtll to. oUtrod .

•-•rei

Bids for the Senior-Junior Prom
go on sale Monday, April 26.
Candidates for prom queen
should be submitted to Mrs.
Gibbons no later than 5 p.m. on
April 23. For more information
contact Chuck Abbey. Pi Delta
Epsilon's annual tux rental at
Skalls takes place until April 29.
Skalls, at Cedar Center, has
reduced prices for Carroll
students.

By Ed Egnatios

I

In the space of almost a full total collapse of all traditional
year, apathy has died and been and institutional sources of
resurrected and the prospects for values outside the individual.
hunting it down again are small. This collapse has occurred and
We have all become embedded in its own value is beside the point.
our own territorial interests and How each of us reacts to this
leave the atmosphere of the vacuum will determine the
university to those who hold structure of a new society of the
nominal positions of authority. future. If we use the time to
These individuals have enough acknowledge our own being and
trouble holding their own offices its relations to the persons and
let alone determining the tone environment around us, and
and hue of the university. from that foundation choose
Whether it is the Student Union, consciously those goals which
or the university community, or would set the process by which
our own individual education, those relations can be expressed,
we-the John Carroll student, the then we can say we have lived
commuter, the dormee, the and that we controlled life and
freak, the straight persons-we life did not control us.
have copped out and have chosen
Apathy leadS us away from
passive absorption rather than
active seeking of our learning. life. Habit destroys the flowers.
We are the suns and the sources
Many
sociologists
and of all earthly energy. Let us not
psychologists have discussed the deny that energy.
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Parents~

Weekend
Begins Tonight
BY CAROL RAJNICEK

CN Ass't Feature Editor
Completion of the new TV studio in the Speech Department a
[ashion show, mother-daughter luncheon, rugby game ~nd
organizational displays are among the events scheduled for the 1971
Parents Weekend and Open House.
Registration begins at 1 p.m.
today in the gym, and it will last
until 5 p.m. Campus tours are
also available during this time.
An exhibit of the crude, vibrant
relief prints of George Olsen
from Wooster College will be on
display in the Fine Arts Gallery
1-4 p.m. today, and 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. Saturday.
Also featured tonight are the
annual Talent Night (at 8 p.m. in
Kulas) and a Little Theater
Society performance of ''Brecht
on Brecht" (at 8:30 p.m. in the
Little Theater).
Saturday registration and
campus tours are scheduled for
10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

All coeds and their mothers are
invited to the Gamma Pi Epsilon
luncheon at 12:30 p.m. Saturday
in the O'Dea Room. The price is
$2.50 per person.
Coeds and their mothers are
also invited to attend a fashion
show Saturday at 2 p.m. in the
SAC Building, featuring members of the Sigma Theta Phi
sorority and faculty wives as
models. Fashions for all occasions are courtesy of
Mary Bunker of the Californian
Shop. -·
While the girls attend the

luncheon and fashion show, all
fathers and sons are invited to
the JCU Rugby Club Tournament
at 1:30p.m. on the Athletic Field.
They are also invited to the
Men's stage, scheduled for 2 p.m.
jn the Rathskellar.
Visiting St. Joseph College will
join the Carroll Glee Club and
Band for the annual Spring
Concert, at 7:30 p.m. in Kulas
Auditorium. Adnllssion is $1.50.
The Parents Weekend Dance will
be held at 9 p.m. in the Gym.
Mass will be celebrated at
10:00 a.m. on Sunday, April25, in
Kulas Auditorium for all parents,
students, and alumni. A breakfast, sponsored by the National
Parents CollliDittee, is scheduled
for 11 a.m. in the SAC Building,
and will follow the Mass.
Organizational displays may
be viewed in the Gym from noon
to 3 p.m. on Sunday. The Jesuits
are sponsoring an open house in
Rodman Hall from 1:30-4:30 p.m.
Also scheduled for 2-5 p.m.
Sunday is ROTC display in the
Military Science Building.
Concluding the weekend will be
a performance of "Brecht on
Brecht" ay 8:30p.m. Sunday in
the Little Theater.
Admission to all events is free,
except where noted otherwise.

: : : : ;: : :·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·: : :·: : :-:·:·:·:~.: : : : NEWS

A'sst. Professor of Speech
Recently, in discussing the
open donn policy at John Carroll
Univer sity, the role of the
President at John Carroll was
compared with the office of the
President of the United States.
By virtue of the nature of analogy
(Webster's New World, 1962), it
was presumed that similarities
beyond the most obvious existed
and, as I might have expected,
the office of the President of the
United States became the
prescriptive model for the office
of the President of the University.
Somehow I felt that I was the
victim of dissembling for
dissimilar ities between the of.
fices were quickly pre-empted.
No longer was the office of the
President of John Ca r r oll
University advanced as an
analogue of the office of the
President of the United States
but as properly a homologue of
this office: that is as " matching
in structure, position (and )
character" ( Webster 's New
Wor ld Dictionary, 1962).
Since the President of the
United States must account to the
people of the United States, the
President of John Car roll
University, it was reasoned,
must account to the students of
John Carroll University. Fur·
ther , it was contended that the
President of the University as
well as the President of the
United States has the respon-

sibility to protect the citizens
from themselves (whatever that
means), and that each President
has a r esponsibility to individuals outside their immediate sponsor ships as well as
to those under their sponsorships.
But, I wondered, is not each
office an arbitrary structure in
which
any
a pparent
correspondence or similarity is
fortuitous rather than lawful. To
adduce analogues, it seemed,
was a distinct office from
postulating homologues without
demonstration of their presence;
or, further, from arbitrarily
prescribing one structure as the
correct model and another
structure as incorrect in that the
latter lacked conformity with the
former.
rnsregarding the presumptive
contention that these presidential
offices are properly homologues,
I pondered inferentially over the
pr ocess whereby one structure
became the model and the other
became
the
deficient
imitation. Was the office of the
President of the United States
invested
with
its superior prestige, the in·
surgence of , national pride
surrounding this office, simply
because of greater acquiescence
naturally a ccr uing her e, or
because of its presumed
democratic function.
When I was a graduate student
at Case Wester n Reserve
University, I had a professor in

Notes

A u·a rds Ban q u (> t
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Circle K Raffle

A program of prose, drama
and
poetry readings, both light
The Annual Awards Banquet
The drawing in Circle K's first
will be held next Wed., Aug. 28 at and serious, will be presented by
6:30 p.m. in the O'Dea Room. the students of the Oral Inter- charity raffle will take place at
Awards will be presented to the pretation of Literature, Mon., the Student Union meeting next
students whose names appear on May 3 at 7:30 p.m. in the Little Tuesday, April 27. Tickets are
still available from Circle K
the bulletin board across from Theatre.
Adnllssion is free for both members at 25c a-piece, or 5 for
the President's Office.
performances with seating on a $1.00
first-come basis.
First prize is $100 of clothes
from a Cleveland clothes shop;
second prize, an $80 stereo radio
Students of the Oral Intercomponent system; third prize, a
pretation of Drama will present a
$35 digital alarm clock radio;
Reader's Theatre of dramatic
Parking permits for the fall fourth prize, $20 of clothes.
scenes ranging from the light and
The raffle is being held
humorous to the serious, on semester will go on sale during
Tuesday, April27 at 7:30p.m. in pre-registration, April 27, 28, 29. primarily for the benefit of the
the Little Theatre. Scenes will be Students will be able to buy them children at Rainbow Hospital.
selected from the rna ior according to class rank. They are
periods-fro:n the Greeks to the being sold now to insure current
present.
students a place next fall.
Prof. Ronald L. Pratt has been
named chairman or the
Philosophy Dept. He succeeds
Rev. John E. Dister, who announced in February that he will
Timothy
What is Lite~
be taking a one-year leave of
Thto Buoys
GI!Orgt' Harroson
absencence. This appombnent
Layla
I am I Said
Derek & Domonos
Nell Doamond
will become effective July 1.

Readers' T heatre

Parking Permits

1\"eu· Chairrnan

WUJC BIG 20

Choc a boom
Daddy Dewdrop
Joy to the World
Three 0oo Nl ght
Stay Awhile
Thto Sells
Wild World
Cat Stevens
If
Srt-ad
Loves, Lines, Triangles, and Romes
Sth Dtmenslon
FretChicago
Oye Como Va
Santana
Lucky Man
Eerson Lake, and Palmtt
Put Your Hand
Ocean

Thoughts on the Presidency
BY ROBERT BRUENING
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class who enigmatically alleged,
whenever a comparison was
submitted, that there is no such
thing as an analogy. (He believed
it was possible to have names for
referents which lacked even
ideal existence. ) He argued that
all matter is unique; that
analogies are ostensible. This
point of view has a prior claim to
mine in challenging the validity
of models for it disallows the
existence of the analogues and
homologues which I admit.
I disallow a more extensible
point which is the arbitrary
identification of one structure as
a model and another as wanting
according to its lack of conformity whith the former. I
submit that the office of the
Presidency of John Carr oll
University is similar in some
respect with the office of the
Presidency of the United States,
but that they are not bomologues,
nor is one by nature the proper
model for the other.
To insist upon either of these
latter contentions necessitates
resorting to the exigencies of
Procrustes who sliced off the
bodily parts of wayfarers which
extended beyond the limits of his
bed. Logical obliquities as the
aforegoing, while enduring the
possible charge of undue
ratiocination, deserve being
distinguished
from
r ight
reasoning. Their votaries are too
numerous.
Prom Tu)( Sale at SkellrCO!dar Cent•r'Reduc4!d proce$ fOf' C.rroll sl\ldents before
May 23

Sweet and Innocent
Donny Osmond
C'mon
Poco
No Love at All
s .J Thomas
Lovto Her Madly
Doors
Me and You and a Ooo Nam4!d Boo
Lobo
Oon'r Chanot- on Me
Ray Charles

Sun. Night Mol·ie
Rio Bravo is this week's
Student Union movie in Kulas
Auditorium at 7;30 p.m.
Admission is 50c for fee card
holders and one dollar for the
general public.

Taft Addresses Seniors
At Graduation Exercise
William H. Taft ill, former United States ambassador to Ireland,
and now a State Department expert in international scientific and
technological affairs, will deliver the 1971 Commencement Address
at John Carroll University.
developed world and the exTaft, who earned a Ph.D. from change of scientists and
Princeton University in 1942, is engineers between the United
responsible for U.S foreign States and foreign countries.
relations in scientific matters:
Taft is a grandson and
the envirorunent, outer space, namesake of William Howard
satellites as communication, Taft, 27th President of the U.S.,
weather, natural resource and a brother of Senator Robert
sensing, atomic energy and in- A. Taft, Jr., of Ohlo.
ternational
scientific
Commencement exercises will
agreements.
be at 4; 00 p.m. Sunday, May 23,
Specific areas of his concern in the John Carroll University
are the problems of improving quadrangle, with 550 graduates
scientific activities in the less receiving diplomas.

"WE'VE GOT IT ALL TOGETHER"

1938 E. 21st Street
Between Euclid and Chester

COLLEGE STUDENTS- 18 and OVER
3.2 BEER ON TAP
Music 8:30 • J 2:30:
Friday - IMPETUS
Saturday- MONTAGE
Sunday- FULLY ASSEMBLED
MEMBERSHIPS AVAILABLE - Call 861-3745
Exclusive Booking AgentsA-1 Entertainment and Bands .. . 371-9696
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Gauzman Wins Road Rally,
Battles Tough Competition
BY HARRY GAUZMAN

HARRY "STIRLING" Gauzman, fresh from his Road Rally victory,
prepares for the Flrst Annual Jesuit Memoria] Motorcycle HWclimb,
to be held sometime later this month behind Murphy Hall to benefit
aging Jesuits. Adding her encouragement is Miss Tomaine.

The Uttle K Club held its annual road rally to the delight of
the eager competitors and
disgruntlement of the Highway
Patrol last week. Kurt "Killer"
K.ielbosi, four tune winner, was
favored but failed to finish when
the nuclear reactor powering his
L.A.T. wizzbang special, failed to
react.
Rick Russy met with disaster
when his Ripple special went out
of control, plunging over a cliff.
Rick escaped without a scratch
but broke every bone in his body.
Hank Barkenbite and Lilac
Tomain had great difficulty
keeping the Trustee special on
the course. He complained that it
"kept pulling to the right."

'Brecht on Brecht~ Plays
During Parents~ Weekend
BY PATTY KNITTLE
A " bare bones" production of
actor, script, and audience is the
Little Theater Society's spring
play. "Brecht on Brecht," by
George Tabori, will run for 8
performances: April 22, 23, 24, 25
1Parents Weekend), and April29,
30, May 1 and 2. Admission is
free, seats being on a first come,
fi&st serve basis. and all performances start at 8:30 in the
Little Theater.
The production is a very different type of play. It consists of
readings and enactments of the

works of Brecht. There is no
scenery and no costumes, and the
actors play certain segments
with the script in their hands.
"Two boards and a passion" are
all that is needed.
"1 am a playwright. I show you
what I have seen. In man's
markets I have seen how man is
bought and sold. This is what I
show you, I the playwright." This
is Brecht, speaking on Brecht.
Each member of the cast takes
various parts in the play. "We
work more as a team than as
individuals," said Alanna Fallon.
With her in the cast are Richard

:::·:·::::::::::·:·:::·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:=:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:~:·:·:·:·: :::

'I How to Organize Riots l\
ti\\

Is Topic of Manual

:\\

BY JAMES TEHAN
The Organizer's Manual is a collection of practical suggestions
aimed at those people who believe that the system can and should be
changed. The major portion of this paperback is aimed at the college
student, although there are some Called "Zaps," some of these
frequent suggestions aimed at a methods are unique, some
broad spectrum of concerned startling; all carry a message.
Americans.
For example, the writers suggest
The major portion was written sending roaches to slumlords,
by 35 students who were calling the Pentagon collect and
motivated by the national asking to speak to someone in the
student strike following the af- Intercommunication Center to
termath of Kent State in May, ask how the war's going, and in a
1970. The most outstanding more comical vein they suggest
feature displayed is the prac- calling the local TV station and
ticality of their suggestions. asking why they took off the test
Realizing
that
campus pattern you were watching.
"revolutionaries" tend to be "Just what point were you trying
impractical at times and lack to get across, anyway," you
basic cohesiveness concerning might ask.
methods and goals, it is indeed
The book is worthwhile for its
outstanding that their approach content and delivery, which is
is so even and straightforward. adaptable to almost any group
The writers concern themselves that wants to make good use of it.
with two basic themes: prin- Although hardly a Bible in terms
ciples of organizing, and the of philosophical thought, it is
different constituencies that are relevant, useful, and informative
ready and waiting to be for the purposes of organizing. To
organized.
those who believe that the system
Many interesting suggestions should be changed, and are, in
are presented to get their point fact, willing to work towards that
across. Some are intentionally end, this collection of suggestions
irrational with the express and ideas will be invaluable. As
purpose of ·'undermining the such, it deserves to be read.
(The book is a Bantam
confidence and composure of the
self-satisfied and complacent." paperback available for $1.25.)

Snider, Mary Beth Reilly,
Eleanora Kovacs. and Dan
Keenan. Mr. Marinello, director
of the spring production, is very
optimistic and excited about the
play, and encourages all students
to take advantage of this cultural
opportunity.

The CarroU News entry of Dick they could no longer analyze the
Kaypler and Carol Raincloud ran directions. Joe Millstone and Fr.
well but they were hopelessly lost Joe Near one etch. in their baton the last leg when they ran out tered Hawk thanked Heavens for
a well presented fourth place.
of gas.
The Eye Dyes never got
The winner was the instarted because they took the dependent entry of this writer,
whole day to paint a number or Harold "Stirling" Gauzman and
their car. The Order of the EwE navigator Mick Futile.
entry had difficulty choosing a
driver because the driver's seat
had been reserved in advance.
The coed entry was one of the
most popular. As driver
Marianne Calculator said, "our
car .am't too pretty but she shore
is fast." The entry sluthered
across the finish line third close
behind Dean Nizzle and Smiling
In a blazing finish, all but one
Dick Saltsman in the Cooperation contestant finished the grueling
Ltd.
two-hour drive in Circle K's
The D.A.T. entry, driven by Spring Road Rally last Sunday.
Tom Slick, collided with Shelly
The contestants eventually
Gawanger's Tigerstripe special. wound up in Bedford reservation,
The converted milk truck where they were greeted with
gurgled to a stop in Garfield supplies of cold brew. Bob Ullis
Heights. Gawanger could not and Carol Klott proved that
continue as his computer persistence pays off, as the
guidance system was destroyed. perennial entrants rolled to first
Jimmy Geneva and J. Bernie place in the dates category.
Hooverbag were eliminated
In the general category, the
when their Y.A.F. special got dynamic duo of prefects Kevin
stuck in reverse and crashed into Harty and Bob Fitch were the
a birch tree. Andy Wassonicb and winners.
Alice Comanelli ran well in their
Len Calabrese and Jim
STP special until they stripped GrendeU rolled to an upset
their gears.
victory in the organizational
Edwin Scotch and Tommy category, representing Alpha
Heavens burned up the road until Epsilon Delta.
·

AED Nabs
Circle K
Rally Win

Businessmen Dribble B-Ball
From Columbus to Carroll
BYGERRYPATNO
Dribble a basketball from
Columbus to John Carroll? Sound
silly? Well, that's just what the
Brotherhood of Alpha Kappa Psi
is doing right now.
The reason, though, is not silly.
Alpha Kappa Psi is performing
this feat, never before attempted
over 100 miles by any
organization in the country, as a
fund raising project for the
Muscular Dystrophy
Association. The dribblers left
Columbus yesterday and should
bounce into Carroll some time
tomorrow. They are collecting
donations from people in the
towns along the route.
The 164 mile trek was
originally thought up as a joke by
Norm Barilla, president of the
Pledge Class of Spring, '71. The
joke, however, jelled into a
serious
project.
Father
Birkenhauer has given his full
support to the fund raising
project, and is planning to run
the last quarter-mile with the
dribblers.
The journey will start at the
Capitol Building in Columbus,
where either the Governor or
Lieutenant Governor will throw
the ball to Jack Bertges,
fraternity president, to start the
boys on their way. Wooster, a
town 70 miles away from
Columbus, was to be the first-day
destination. The brothers will
hopefully dribble into Bedford
sometime today. Tomorrow, the
brothers will finish their trip by
running through Carroll up to the
Religious Center.

This "Dribble-a-thon" would
not be possible without the aid of
certain donors. The fraternity
extends a very warm "thankyou'' to: Wilson Sporting Goods
for two basketballs; Spalding
Sporting Goods for two
basketballs ; Converse Rubber
Co. for 42 pairs of basketball

shoes; Koby Camera and Supply
Shop for $50 worth of film to
record the trip; the Wooster and
Bedford YMCA Associations,
where the brothers will be
spending the night; Ed Skufka
for donating his camper; and the
Ohio Highway Patrol for theiicooperation.

it's the real thing
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New Catalogu e R e flects
Changed Requirements
BY DIANE GARVEY
One of the biggest changes in
the new catalog, expected to
come out in May and covering
the two year period 1971-73, will
be the dropping of the block

schedules. Changes have been
made in just about every
department as far as course
offerings are concerned, and the
new catalog includes the changes
in curriculum concerning
requirements. There will be new
department chairmen in the

!.'' ,,u;;iq';;;·,·s;;I; ··ol:y;;,:,, ·:

BYBOBULAS
Granted, most recording groups strive for some degree of
uniqueness, however, if the talent is lacking, the result is a mediocre
albwn, sold mainly by the hopes of record promotion men.
There is a group called "Yes" the business. They have a short
that has gone unnoticed for a few quick tempo like King Krimson
years. Their latest album, "The (but heavier) mixed excellently
Yes Album" (Atlantic) proves withharmonythatremindsmeof
once again, that there is still good Thunderclap Newman.
progressive music to come, even
though unnoticed.
It's a shame no one has
The first cut on side one discovered "Yes." Even the big
"Yours is no disgrace," con- progressive stations have passed
vinced me of their talent and them over. They deserve a listen.
uniqueness. "Yes" has the and you deserve to hear some
clearest most distinctive sound in better music.

departments of philosophy,
math, biology, and sociology.
The catalog will employ the new
course heading Religious Studies
in place of Theology and will also
reflect the new requirements for
teacher certification.
As far as the 1971-72 calendar is
concerned, there will be no major
changes involved. Classes for the
fall semester will begin on
August 30 and as usual exams
will be completed before
Christmas.
Thanksgiving
vacation will begin after the last
scheduled class on Tuesday,
November 23 and will reswne on
Monday the twenty-ninth. Exam
week will be the week of
December 13 and the semester
break will begin on Saturday the
nineteenth. Classes for the
spring, 1972 semester will begin
on January 22. Easter recess will
begin on Friday, March 24 and
classes will reswne on April 4.
May 8 will be the last day of
classes. Exams will begin on the
tenth and last until the sixteenth.

CN PHOTO by Jotl Hauserman

REHEARSING scene from "Brecht on Brecht," the Little Theatre
Society prepares for the performances this weekend ln the Little
Theatre. (sec story, page 4.)

MS Banquet Hosts
'Chap pie' ]ames
BY CAROL RAJNICEK
CN Ass't Feature Editor

Brigadier General Daniel
( "Chappie") James, Jr., highest
ranking Negro general, will be
the featured speaker at the
thirteenth annual ROTC Awards
Banquet. The banquet will be

held in conjunction wtth Case
Western Reserve University, at
6:30p.m. on Mon., April 26, in the
O'Dea Room.
Among the Carroll cadets
receiving awards at the banquet
are Cadet Colonel Dennis Perry,
recipient of the Professor of
Military Science Award; Cadet
Lieutenant Raymond Juris.
recipient of the Reserve Officers
Association Award; and Cadet
Captain Pete Minarik, recipient
of the American Legion
Meritorious Service Award.
The Daniel L . Mausser
Americanism Award has been
initiated by Excelsior Post 628,
the American Legion, Department of Ohio, on the occasion of
its 25th anniversary.

Soc. Head

Named
Provincial
Very Rev. Paul H. Besanceney, S.J. , chairman of the
Department of Sociology at John
Carroll University, has been
appointed provincial of the
Detroit Province of the Society of
Jesus.

..

_---- -·--

REV. PAUL BESANCENEY
The rector of the Carroll Jesuit
Community will leave for Detroit
in August to take the post of
spiritual and administrative
leadership of the more than 400
Jesuit priests. brothers and
candidates for the priesthood
who are members of the
province.
Father Besanceney. a native of
Toledo, Ohio, came to JCU in 1963
as an assistant professor of
sociology. He was named
department chairman in 1965 and
last year was promoted to
associate professor. He also
became rector. or religious
superior, of Carroll Jesuits in
1970.
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Harriers Fall to CSU, 90-55,
Cu~nm.ings Places in 3 Events
BY DAN TELZROW

weather. The 440 yd. dash was
taken by Rod Carlone of Carroll
with a time of 52.4 sec. St. John of
Carroll soared 12 feet in the Pole
vault to take a first in that event.

Carroll m the Javelin; Fowler m
the Mile run; McGregor in the
100 and 220 yard dashes; Howe in
the Pole-vault; Carlone and
Schuba in the 880 yd. run; Amato
in the 440 yard Hurdles; Talejcki
and Cirralo in the Triple jump;
Scheid in the 220 yard dash;
Buckingham in the 3 mile run;
and Hyland in the High jump.

In what was described by
Coach Stupica as a dismal
showing, The Blue Streak
harriers fell to Cleveland State
University, 90-55 in a duel track
Harvey Horwitz tossed the shot
meet held at Wasmer Field last 46'6" but fell just short of C.S. U's
Saturday. It marked the return to Rutledge who won the event with
action by the Streaks after a long a toss of 47'8". Paul Cwnmings,
Easter layoff.
The Vikings of C.S.U. comThe Blue Streak harriers hoped
pletely dominated the meet as
to do better in their next meet as
they captured 12 first place
CN PHOTO by Joel Hauserman.
they hosted powerful Case and
There will be a meeting in the
finishes to only 5 firsts by the
Mount Union this past Wedgym on Monday, April 26 at
LARRY MEEHAN, Mike Rossi, Mike Bergerson, and other members
Streaks. C.S.U., in events they
nesday.
5:00p.m. for all who intend to
of the 1971 golf squad.
failed to win, picked up valuable
play for the football team next
points by finishing in second or
fall. Coach Schweickert
third. Coach Stupica felt that
requests that all players
Carroll fell short of his
<returners or not) attend the
1
estimation in at least 2 of the
conference.
events.
Though the Streaks did well in
short distances, such as the 100,
200, and 440 yard dashes, it was who placed in 3 events, took first
hoped that they would do even place in the Triple jump with a
better in these events. In Coach combined leap of 40'4". Harvey
the University of Tennessee in Tom Stusek, and Mike Rossi.
BY MIKE LAYTON
Stupica's words, it was just an Horwitz took first in the Discus
Knoxville, the site of the 1971 Fox They hope to return again next
Den Intercollegiate golf tour- year and bring back more than
"off~ay" for our tracksters.
with a heave of 123'4l2".
The golf team proved that you nament. This is one of the bigger just a tan.
The Streaks did have a few
Other Carroll harriers who can get just as good a tan while golf tournaments in the NCAA,
Tomorrow the golfers play Mt.
bright spots in their picture. In
the 440 yd. relay, they out- finished in the top three in their only traveling half the distance to and the University of Tennessee Union and Hiram in a tri-match,
distanced State with a fine time specialties include: Cummings in Florida during the past Easter plans to make it even bigger in and Monday is the Cleveland City
of 44.3 seconds despite inclement both the long and High jump; vacation. They spent the week at the future by inviting such Championship, with CSU,
schools as the University of Western Reserve, and Case.
Houston.
Although the team did not do as
A
SCAP
s ummer
well as they had hoped, they got
program m eeting for
in a good amount of practice and
sociology courses 299 and
at the same time had an en311 will be Tuesday, April
joyable vacation. The members
27, 1971 at 4:00p.m. All of
those planning to take the
lost twice but they have been to at number six. Others on the of the team who made the trip
BY TIM BYRNE
courses are urged to attend
two of the top players in the area, squad include Jack Joyce, Joe paid for it entirely themselves,
Ken Esper's teMis squad is not unbeaten Bert Benjamin of Vidmar, Roger Hull, and Frank having worked part-time most of
the meeting which will be
the school year.
off to the best start a Carroll Western Reserve and Doug Neu Riegel.
held in the SCAP Office.
This was the first competition
team has ever had but, con- of CSU.
In the doubles line--up for the
sidering the strength of the opwhich the Carroll team had seen 1••••~
Streaks are Karl Stevens and Bob
position, this would still be
since
practice began, whereas •
All seniors who have not
Kraft at the number one position.
considered a productive season.
the tournament was the season's
been contacted about the
Playing
at
the
second
notch
are
Standing 0-2 after losing to
finale for almost all the other
Student President's Club,
John Flynn and Bob Shevlin who
Cleveland State in an inteams involved. Making the trip
please
contact
Ray
dependent match 8-1 and to
SEVERANCE
have contributed the only doubles for John Carroll were captain
Schriville or Tom Gibbons
Western Reserve 7-2 in the PAC
victory so far with their win over Tom Kozosky, Gerry Albertini,
in the Alumni Relations
CENTER
opener, Carroll still has reason to
Western Reserve. The number Larry Meehan, Bob Concepcion.
Office.
be hopeful.
three team has included on it two
Senior John FlyM, this year's
combinations of players. Against
captain, is 2-0 after the two
The rest of the team for Carroll Reserve, Kevin O'Donnell
matches at third place in singles. includes Bob Kraft, who has teamed with Chris Wonderly. For
John's consistent play, which played at the number two singles the match against CSU,
We 're not going to put you
also helped the team last year, spot in both matches; Bob O'Donnell and Jim Casserly were
would be one key reason.
Shevlin who plays at fourth the duo.
through those everyday rap
Playing at number one singles singles; Chris Wonderly plays
sessions
on what to wear.
With only three lettermen on
spot is senior Karl Stevens who fifth in the singles notch; and the squad, lack of experience is a
transferred to Carroll but was Kevin O'Donnell and Jim clefinate problem. As the season
You know, what's in and
ineligible for last year. Karl has Casserly each played one match progresses, this should work
what's out.
itself out.

Golfers Travel to Knoxville,
Lose in U ofT Tournament

Netmen Lose in Opening Contests,
Beaten by CSU 9-1, Reserve 8-2

....1.
I
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CLASSIFIED ADS
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CALL THE CARROLL NEWS
81 i91-.t398
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" AS!IIe hghtsgoout •n Wrigly Field the final
score is . SophomorH 1; Seniors 0 "
What does the T s in T.S Eliot stand for,
Know, Call 491 5236 end get tree sin<;~le fn:>m
MOhammeo end remember, when you think
of records think of the RECORD MECCA.
Goin<;~

nes

to the prom? American Commodore
e tu• lor you See our ad.

The world is uptight as it
is. Unwind and step into
an adventure. AMERICAN
CO MMODORE TUXEDO

IN
WITH
TO DAY'S
TREND

P,MERICAN COMMODORE
TUXEDO

4127 Ml)'lkld Rd

WANTED apartment lor four students
beginning school In August Cell Mike at49l-

South ~uclicl. Ohio
Ph. 381-1808

51H
CN PHOTO by Mike Crabill

KARL STEVENS a nd Bob Kraft in their doubles tennis match last
Monday against Western Reserve. The visitors defeated the Streaks 72. Stevens and Kraft lost tbelr matches 6-0, 6-4.

Oo you need a summer lob? Job openln<;~s for
abOve average men Think you qualify? 11
so. ce11 Ed Schnell ol 491-5366 or 331·5615 on
weekends

514? W.,.,•nnU.. C.nte1 Rd
Mapk Holchl•· O!Mo
"" 663 6618
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Ruggers Met With Triple Losses,
Face Three Foes This Wee k end
BY MARTY LINDSTROM
The Rugby club participated in
stiff competition over Easter
\'acation in St. Louis. Upon
arriving at the "Gateway" city, it
was learned that the Ruggers
were 3rd seeded in a field of 24
teams. They were placed in the
.. A'' division, being the only
university team in L~is division.
In their first game they played
the number one team in Missouri,
the Falcons. The score at half
time was 5-3 in favor of the
Falcons. However, the Green
Gators scored first on an ex-

cellent burst of speed by Mike able to stay close in the con"Lightning·• Shanahan. The test. Last Saturday the Ruggers
Falcons proved too powerful in traveled to Windsor, Ontario to
the second half, winning the play the Windsor Rugby Club.
game 18-3. A possible reason for The Ruggers were on the losing
this was that the Falcon 's side of a 9-8 score. Exceptional
serum averaged 230 lb. to a mere games were turned in by Lou
Dizenzo returning as kicker and
183 lb. for Carroll.
In their second contest Carroll Barry Ferguson.
This week the Carroll Ruggers
played the second seeded team,
the Bombers. The game was will compete in the Cleveland
scoreless until the final minute, Cup. They will play Cleveland,
when the Bombers pushed over Pittsburgh, and Miami. There
two scores and wound up winning will be both an A and B tour10-0. Mainly due to the fine nament. They will be played at
kicking of Dave "The Toe" Squires Castle starting at 11 in
CN PHOTO by Joel Hauserman.
Francesconi, the Gators were the morning. The tournament
will prove to be a very exciting TWO INTRAMURAL paddleball players, Ed Allen and Jim Sido,
prepar e a serve in action last week.
Saturday of Rugby.

Girls I.M. Softba ll Sea son Opens

Paddle ball, Ping -p ong Action Ends

BY LIZZY DAILEY
Last Sunday, April 18, proved
to be the start of a new tradition.
A number of Carroll Coeds may
now be seen sporting blue jeans
cut-offs and T-shirts, with a load
of bats, softballs and mitts. Jockettes, as they are commonly
called, exhibit their ability and
sportsmanship in the vigorous
sport of softball.
Four girls softball intramural
teams have been organized and
Sunday turned out the first
competition results. The four
teams are representative of the
two on~ampus sororities, Sigma
Theta Phi, and Lambda Chi Rho,
the
Woman's
Athletic

Association Board, and the
fourth floor freshman girls better
known as the "Turtles."
Lambda Chi Rho battled it out
with Sigma Theta Phi for a LXR
victory 22--5. Due to technicalities
during the game between the
WAA Board and the "Turtles"
the game was called as an or:
ficial practice and will be
replayed this Sunday at 12:00
p.m. Both teams have resolved to
review the rules of the game. The
losers of that game will meet
with Sigma Theta Phi at 1:00
p.m., and the winners contest
will be held at 2:00p.m.

BY ED KELLY
CN ASSr. SPORTS EDITOR
During the last days before
Easter vacation, the intramural
ping-pong and paddleball competition closed another successful
program.
In the paddleball action, Craig
Roach of the University Club
edged out Steve Mintz in the three
game series. Mintz took the first
game, but Roach rallied back to
capture the next two games and
the singles trophy.
Mintz and Coach Stupica then
teamed up to face Tim Larkin
and Lou Dizenzo of the Rugby
Club for the top spot in the

doubles championship. The two
ruggers were clobbered in the
opening game 21-8. Then they
bounced back to take the next two
games by scores of 21-18 and 21-11
to become the University
champions. All in all the paddleball competition thoroughly
tested the contestants' skills.
Rich Motschall faced Gus Selak
( LAT) in the singles ping-pong
match. Motschall won and took
the singles category. Motschall
and Mike Mack combined their
efforts to edge out Mike lmperi
and Jim McPolin of the DAT's to
collect the doubles title.
This Wednesday, April 28, the
intramural track meet will be
held on the JCU track at 3:00p.m.
Last year the Chicago Club took

the team trophy and again tllis
year they look to be strong
contestants for the championship. Changes or late
registration can be made at the
meet. A large turnout of runners
this Wednesday will insure the
continuation of the intramural
track meet next year.

Coverage of last Wednesday
nights' intramural basketball
finals and last Tuesday's
semifinals will appear in next
weeks' issue. Also, intramural
softball results will be included in the coming issue.
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WANTED:
College men and women for man·
agement positions in government.
Must meet physical requirements.
Financial aid available for in·
college trainees, or applicants
can enroll in special training
course on graduation. Stateside
and/o r overseas travel
guaranteed.

"

IBGs Deserve T h anks
For a Job Well Done

~1

I
"

BY MIKE "THE CAT" LARDNER
CN SPORTS EDITOR
During the past three months, members of the Iota Beta Gamma
fraternity have been devoting much time and attention to organizing
and refereeing intramural basketball games. With the season
coming to an end, it is appropriate to thank them for the many hours
which tlley have spent in the development of the program.
This year, there were approximately so teams playing in 12
leagues. This means that the IBGs will have refereed around 250
games befor e the school championship is decided. They have done
this for the student who wants some extracurricular athletic activity
but who is not quite capable of making the varsity team.

Here's a government position with a
real future for both men and women.
An officer's job in the Air Force. A
management level job in anybody's
book. Certainly, there's no better
way to get the experience and train·
ing needed for executive responsi·
bility.
If you have two years of college
remaining, you could fmd yourself
earnong an Air Force commission
wh ile you learn, through the Air
Force ROTC t.vo·year program
Along with college credtts and a
commission, you'll receive$50each
month as a student. And upon graduation, that management position
we promised will be waiting for you
If an advanced degree is in your
plans, you'll be happy to learn that
the Air Force has a number of out·
standing programs to help you further your education
If you're in your final year of col·

lege, you can get your commission
through the Air Force Officer Train·
ing Program.lt is open to all college
grads, both men and women, who
qualify.
Check it out. You'll find that the
Air Force is one career that offers
something for everyone. Nearly 430
dofferent jobs, ranging from aero·
nautical engineering to zoology,
with almost e'lerything else, including flying. in between. But whatever
your duties, you'll soon discover
that the Air Force will let you move
just as far and as fast as your tal·
ents can take you.
So look ahead and let your college years pay off for you with a
managerial position in the U.S. Air
Force Just send in this coupon or
write to USAF Military Personnel
Center, Dept. A, Randolph AFB,
Texas 78148, and get your postgrad·
uate career off the ground.

find yowsel in the
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USAF Military Personnel Center
Dept.A
Randolph AFB, Texas 78148
Please send me more information
on:

I 0 Ofltcer Traoning School
I 0 Air Force ROTC Program
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Many protests, complaints, and verbal clashes have occurred l1l
the games over some of the referees' calls. The players accuse the
refs of "bad" calls. While undoubtedly some of the calls or mi~alls
were of this type, most of them were fair. The ref is only human and,
believe it or not, can make mistakes. Refereeing basketball is
extremely hard. In the first place, no referee (no matter how good he
is) can see everything. Players can feel when they have been fouled
but the ref can not. He must rely on his eyesight which is many times
impaired because of his angle of vision.

ZIP
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I
I sc"'ool
I
I undersland th~re rs no obhgahon.
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I
I

I

:United Stoles AW fcxce
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Secondly, these intramural games tend to be quite physical and
many fouls could technically be called. If this were the case, then
half of the contest would be spent at the free throw line. The contest
would be a game of fouls, not of basketball. If a serious foul takes
place it is usually called.
The IBGs receive instruction on how to referee when they join the
fraternity and have a good understanding of the sports involved.
They also must give up their time to referee and supervise these
contests.
No one can expect them to be the best refs; if they were, they
would be employed by the NBA. They try their best to give the
student a service and he should appreciate this and thank them for
it. Not many schools can boast of such a large intramural program
like ours; without the IBGs we could not brag either.
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Ali Finds Meaning of Life
In Search For Inner Peace
BY RON CHAPMAN
The
guest
philosopher
hes itated at the podium
momentarily, unwilling to plunge
into his topic, " The Purpose of
Ufe". He was well aware that his
audience would be unable to
focus attention on his lecture
until he satiated their desire for
news of future plans concerning
his alternate occupation, for
wh1ch he has gained some fame.
In answer to the audience's
implicit query, Muhanuned Ali,
his hea vyweight hulk stretched
over the rostrum as if he were
alrea dy hovering over his
defea ted foe, said of upstart
Champion Joe Frazier in unmistakable Alian verse, " Next
time there will be no doubt for he
must go out. "
For the first few moments of
his presenta tion , which wa s
studded with barbs on boxing and
a semi,serious diagnosis of his
most recent fight, there was no
discrepancy between the Ali
presented by the media and the
black fleshed, cocky young man
" performing" in the John Carroll
Gymnasium. It was the same
man who had verbally taunted
the invincible Sonny Liston at
pre-fight weigh-ins and defied the
most powerful nation in the world
to impress him for military duty.
He was brash , playful ,
uninhibited.
But then he was serious,
straight faced, intent, exhibiting
the kind of single-minded purpose the layman imagines it

must take to be the world's
greatest fighter. And real. With
an unpretentious manner
typified by his admission "I
never finished high school, but I
got a lot of corrunon sense," he
plunged into the formal portion of
his presentation, " The Purpose
of Life."

believed that his purpose was to
die fighting for the life of his
organization, The Black Panthers. The youth's life culminates
in an explosion of police gun fire
and Ali lets the audience know
without words that he died at
peace with himself.
Climaxing his appearance was
a question period in which he
defined his own purpose as,
·'When I was twelve, it was to be
the baddest fighter in the whole
world, but now it is to see that
thirty million Black people get to
be free."
Once more the boyish grin
covers his face as he leaves the
audience demonstrating their
appreciation by degrees varying
from polite applause to
boisterous cheering and clenched
fists .

Conceptually, Ali's philosophy
is s partan and simplisticknowing one's purpose in life and
insuring by work that that
purpose is fulfilled . Disdaining
materiality a s a superficial
substitute for the inner peace
that can only come with knowledge of purpose and solidifying
his position with myriad experiential examples, he concluded with a fictitious case
study of a young Black who

Special Conunittee of the Faculty
on the Definition of the Faculty
was the fact : " not one institution
of all examined, gives the
President of the University an
unrestricted power to name
persons to the faculty, except
John Carroll." Though exact
procedures differ in each of these
institutions, their faculties have
at least some say in determining
who will be given faculty status.

BY MAUREEN CAVANAGH
CN Ass't. News Editor
In a mail ballot sent out after
the last fac ulty meeting a
proposal to amend articles I.A.
and B. of the Faculty Handbook
was defeated 78-47.
The purpose of the proposal
was an attempt to align John
Carroll's definition "faculty" in
accordance with the definitions.
of other public and private institutions of comparable size.
Brought out in section 5-a of the
ten page report submitted by the

The Commmee members were
Fr. Paul A. Woelfl, chairman,
Mr. John F. Huddleston, Dr.
Joseph L. Hunter. Dr. Edwin J .
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precedent for future admission to
the faculty which would bar
administrators and all other
university personnel who are not
involved in teaching.
The meager turnout of 125
faculty votes out of a possible 210
suggests a lack of concern on the
part of certain faculty members.
Surely abstaining members had
good reasons for withholding
their ballots. They could have
been short of time, energy and-or
money for postage stamps-even
though the self-addressed
stamped envelopes were sent
along with the ballots.
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